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THE PHASE STRUCTURE OF ASYMMETRIC BALLISTIC ANNIHILATION
MATTHEW JUNGE AND HANBAEK LYU
ABSTRACT. In ballistic annihilation, particles are placed throughout the real line with indepen-
dent spacings and each is assigned a velocity. The particles then move at their assigned velocity
and annihilate upon colliding. We develop a framework based on a mass transport principle to
analyze the three-velocity case with arbitrary spacings, velocities, and weights. Our main theo-
rem establishes the existence of a phase transition for all such systems, and provides an almost
complete description for where it occurs. As immediate corollaries, we obtain universal bounds
on the critical region, and we give a more general proof of the recent result from Haslegrave,
Sidoravicius, and Tournier for the totally symmetric case.
1. INTRODUCTION
Ballistic annihilation (BA) starts with particles placed throughout the real line with indepen-
dent spacings according to some distribution µ that places no mass on 0 and has finite mean.
For convenience we assume that a particle is at the origin. Each particle is independently as-
signed a real-valued velocity via a probability measure ν. Particles then simultaneously begin
moving at their assigned velocity and mutually annihilate upon colliding. This relatively simple
to define system has formidable long term dependence that is both interesting and challenging
to understand rigorously.
The process was introduced by Elskens and Fitch with just two velocities [EF85a]. Their
motivation was to understand how the laws of motion effect the space-time evolution of par-
ticle types. They focused on ballistic motion with annihilation because it is an extreme case of
diffusion-limited reactions that were being studied around the same time [KR84, MS84, TW83].
A fundamental question is how µ and ν relate to the probability the particle at the origin sur-
vives for all time. Ballistic annihilation turned out to be a rather nuanced process and received
considerable attention from physicists (see [CPY90, DRFP95, EF85b, TEW98, Pia95] for a start).
Ben-Naim, Redner, and Leyvraz in [BNRL93a] and later Krapivsky and Sire [KS01] considered
atomlessν. They conjectured that survival probabilities respond continuously to perturbations
in the velocity measure. Unlike the continuous case, ballistic annihilation with ν supported on
a finite set was predicted to exhibit abrupt phase transitions; a given particle type persists above
a certain critical initial density, and perishes below it [KRL95].
With two velocities, a comparison to simple random walk ensures that the phase transition
occurs when particle types are in balance. The 3-velocity case becomes remarkably more com-
plicated. (See Figure 1 for some simulations.) Because the order collisions happen in ballistic
annihilation is invariant under linear transformations of the underlying velocity set, 3-velocity
systems are fully characterized by measures of the form
ν(p,λ, v) := (1−λ)(1−p)δ−v +pδ0+λ(1−p)δ1
with p,λ ∈ [0,1] and 0< v <∞. We will refer to particles with velocity 0,+1, and−v as blockades,
right particles, and left particles, respectively. We call ballistic annihilation with the measure
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2 M. JUNGE AND H. LYU
ν(p,1/2,1) the totally symmetric case. This is because the densities of left and right particles are
equal and the velocities ±1 are symmetric relative to blockades which are stationary. Let
θ(µ, p,λ, v)=P(a blockade at 0 is never annihilated)
be the survival probability of a blockade in ballistic annihilation with µ and ν(p,λ, v) for its
spacing and velocity measures, respectively. We also define
~q =P(the origin is ever visited by a right paritlce)
~q =P(the origin is ever visited by a left paritlce). (1)
So we have θ(p,λ, v)= (1− ~q)(1−~q).
FIGURE 1. BA with spacing distribution µ = Exp(1) and 2000 particles for parameters
(λ, v)= (1/4,2) and p = 4/9 (top), p = 3/7 (middle), and p = 1/3 (bottom).
We say the system fixates if θ(µ, p,λ, v)> 0 and fluctuates otherwise. It is natural to ask what
the extremal values of p are that lead to fixation and fluctuation. Accordingly, define
p−c (λ, v)= inf{p : θ(µ, p,λ, v)> 0} and p+c (λ, v)= sup{p : θ(µ, p,λ, v)= 0}, (2)
where the dependence on the spacing distribution µ is implicit. A challenging aspect in the
rigorous study of BA is that, except for a few trivial couplings that use reflection symmetry,
there is no known way to compare processes with different parameters. The manner in which
collisions occur is dramatically different with even a slight perturbation. For example, there is
no known coupling that proves θ(µ, p,λ, v) is monotonic in p. Thus, the critical values in (2)
may not coincide.
In the early 1990s, physicists were interested in proving for the totally symmetric and atom-
less µ case that p−c (1/2,1)> 0 and, even better, confirming a simple heuristic that p−c (1/2,1)=
1/4 = p+c (1/2,2) [BNRL93b]. This was addressed to the satisfaction of the physics community
by Droz et al. in [DRFP95]. Recently, mathematicians rediscovered this question and sought
to fill the gaps in the derivations from [DRFP95] with a completely rigorous, probabilistic ar-
gument. Some progress towards upper bounds was made in [DJK+16, ST17, BGJ18], but lower
bounds on p−c (1/2,1) and a sharp upper bound remained elusive. Earlier this year, Haslegrave,
Sidoravicius, and Tournier resolved this question [HST18] (see Corollary 3).
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The situation for totally symmetric and atomic µ is rather different than the non-atomic
case. An extreme case is unit spacings where µ = δ1. When v = 1 it is possible that three par-
ticles collide simultaneously, in which case all three particles are removed from the system.
Burdinski, Gupta, and Junge conjectured in [BGJ18] that the presence of triple collisions low-
ers the critical threshold. This was confirmed rigorously in [HST18, Corollary 14] by proving
.2236 < p−c ≤ p+c < .2406. The existence and exact location of the sharp transition remain un-
known. The main issue is that we do not know if the probability of triple collision is monotonic
in p.
In this paper, we study phase structure of BA in the most general setting. We give a nearly
complete characterization of the fluctuation and fixation regimes, that depends on certain con-
ditional probabilities for collisions between three particles (see (3)). The existence of sharp
phase transition depends on whether these conditional probabilities are monotonic in p. Our
findings are summarized in the projection of the 4-dimensional phase diagram into the λ-p
plane shown in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2. A two-dimensional projection of the phase diagram. Corollary 5 shows that,
irregardless of µ and v , the process fixates for p in the upper (green) region, and fluc-
tuates for p in the lower (blue) region. When µ is atomless, we also have fluctuation in
the middle (white) region below the star. The star represents the known critical value
of 1/4 in the totally symmetric case with atomless µ. We conjecture that for atomless
µ, there is a critical surface pc (λ, v) whose projection onto the (p,λ)-plane is the entire
middle (dark gray) region above the star.
Results for diffusion-limited annihilating systems—in which particles perform different rate
random walks and annihilate upon contact—suggest that asymmetric diffusion rates make
such systems significantly more difficult to analyze [BL91, CRS18]. Indeed, the arguments in
[HST18] for the totally symmetric case heavily relies on the fact that, in the totally symmetric
case, inverting a configuration on a finite interval preserves both the measure and collision
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events. Clearly such symmetry under configuration reversal is lost in the general case. Our
main contribution in this work is to show that only translation invariance of the process is
needed to establish a similar result for general BA. We achieve this by invoking a mass trans-
port principle in several places to relate key quantities in order to derive a master equation that
describes the system.
Before our work, not much was known rigorously about the general asymmetric case. Droz
et al. [DRFP95, Section IV] provided a formula for the particle density for arbitrary velocities
and weights. Getting information from the formula has a lot of implied numerical work that
takes place over several steps. This makes it unclear if their solution could give a meaning-
ful conjecture for anything but the totally symmetric case. Dygert, Kinzel, Junge, Raymond,
Slivken, and Zhu proved in [DJK+16] that θ(µ,1/3,1/2, v)> 0 for all v and for µ= Exp(1) and δ1.
Moreover, Broutin and Marckert proved some invariance properties for a one-sided version of
ballistic annihilation with finitely many particles called the bullet process in [BM17].
1.1. Statements of results. Our main result is that every three-velocity ballistic annihilation
process undergoes a phase transition as the blockade density is varied. We provide universal
bounds on where these transitions occur and describe the topological properties near the tran-
sition. Furthermore, conditional on an unestablished, but plausible monotonicity property, we
give an exact criteria for the location of the transition.
Let ~τ to be the time the first right particle arrives at 0 in BA restricted to (−∞,0] and ~τ the
analogue for the process on [0,∞). Define the following probabilities:
~α=P(~τ≤ ~τ |~τ, ~τ<∞), ~α=P(~τ≥ ~τ |~τ, ~τ<∞), αˆ=~α+ ~α−1. (3)
In words, ~α is the probability that the origin is first visited from the left conditioned that it is
eventually visited in each independent one-sided processes. Note that~τ and the above proba-
bilities depend on µ, p,λ, and v , but we suppress this dependence from the notation. Also note
that αˆ= 0 when µ is atomless.
We characterizes the fluctuation and fixation regimes in terms of the function
F (p,λ, v)=max
(
λ(2+ αˆ)−~α
λ(2+ αˆ)+1+ ~α−~α ,
(1−λ)(2+ αˆ)− ~α
(1−λ)(2+ αˆ)+1+~α− ~α
)
. (4)
Theorem 1. Fix arbitrary µ,λ, and v.
(i) If p ≤ F (p,λ, v), then θ(p,λ, v)= 0.
(ii) If p is in the rightmost component of I (λ)= {p : p > F (p,λ, v)}, then θ(p,λ, v)> 0.
An immediate corollary is that, assuming the set I (λ) is connected, there is a single phase
transition for fixed values of λ, v and µ.
Corollary 2. Fix arbitrary µ,λ, and v. Suppose I (λ) = {p : p > F (p,λ, v)} is connected. Then
p−c (λ, v)= p+c (λ, v)= pc (λ, v), where
pc (λ, v)= sup{p : p ≤ F (p,λ, v)}. (5)
The hypothesis of the above corollary is immediately verified in the totally symmetric case
with atomless µ. For this we have ~α≡ 1/2 for all p and so F (p,1/2,1)≡ 1/4. This along with (8)
gives the results from [HST18] as corollary.
Corollary 3. Suppose thatµ is atomless. It holds that p−c (1/2,1)= 1/4= p+c (1/2,1). Furthermore,
θ(p,1/2,1)= (p−1/2−1)2 for p ≥ 1/4.
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Our second theorem is a qualitative statement about the phase diagram. It tells us more
about what occurs with moving particles, and also about the structure of the fixation regime
relative to slices [0,1]2 × {v}× {µ} of the phase diagram. For its statement we define survival
probabilities for moving particles
p+ =P(a right particle is never annihilated)
p− =P(a left particle is never annihilated),
and also let ~q =P(~τ<∞) and ~q =P( ~τ<∞). For fixed, but arbitrary µ and v define the following
sets:
I = {(p,λ) : p > F (p,λ, v)}, I (λ)= {p : (p,λ) ∈ I }, (6)
J = {(p,λ) : θ(p,λ, v)> 0}, J (λ)= {p : (p,λ) ∈ J }.
Theorem 4. Fix arbitrary µ,λ, and v.
(i) If min(~q, ~q)< 1 and p− = 0= p+, then p ≥ F (p,λ, v).
(ii) J is an open subset of [0,1]2 and a closed subset of I . In particular, J is the union of a
sub-collection of the connected components of I .
The first statement would be most useful if the hypothesis of Corollary 2 is satisfied. This
would tell us that, when blockades are almost surely annihilated from only one side, and all
moving particles are destroyed almost surely, we have p = F (p,λ, v). The second statement
shows that fixation still occurs under small perturbations of p and λ. It would be interesting to
establish continuity in v for finite approximations of ~α, because this would imply the fixation
regime is an open subset of [0,1]2× (0,∞)× {µ}.
Despite lacking a closed form for α, we can still draw some quantitative conclusions about
the phase structure of BA. Namely, we can further use Theorem 1 to derive a uniform lower
bound on p−c that holds for arbitrary µ and all values of v . An improved uniform lower bound
holds when µ is atomless. Using ideas from [ST17] we also derive a uniform upper bound,
which holds for general µ. This tells us that any transitions between fluctuation and fixation
must occur in the middle region of the phase diagram depicted in Figure 2. The upper and
lower bounds are given in terms of the following functions f (1)∗ , f
(2)
∗ , f∗ : [0,1] → [1/4,1/2] de-
fined by
f (1)∗ (λ)=max
(
1−2λ
2−2λ ,
1
5
,
2λ−1
2λ
)
, f (2)∗ (λ)=max
(
1−2λ
2−2λ ,
1
4
,
2λ−1
2λ
)
,
f ∗(λ)=max
(
1−λ
2−λ ,
λ
1+λ
)
.
Corollary 5. For arbitrary µ and all values of λ and v, we have
f (1)∗ (λ)≤ p−c (λ, v)≤ p+c (λ, v)≤ f ∗(λ).
Furthermore, we have f (2)∗ (λ)≤ p−c (λ, v) if µ is atomless.
We conjecture that the set I defined at (6) is a connected subset of [0,1]2. Then Corollary 2
would imply that there exists a critical surface for BA given by (5). Using (5) and (19) we also
conjecture that the critical value for the totally symmetric case with unit spacings occurs at the
solution to p = (4+ αˆ)−1. Proving these conjectures would require a better understanding of
the probabilities ~α, αˆ, and ~α. We currently do not have a closed form for these quantities, nor
do we know if they are continuous or monotonic.
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We further remark that, with deterministic unit spacings, αˆ(p,λ, v) is discontinuous as a
function of v . Indeed, it is identically 0 along any irrational sequence of numbers vk → 1 since
triple collisions are impossible, but easily seen to be positive along rational sequences converg-
ing to 1 and at v = 1.
1.2. Notation. An initial configuration is an assignment of particle locations together with
their velocities on R. For any collision event E and an interval I ⊆ R, denote by E I the event
that E occurs in the process after restricting to only the particles in the initial configuration on
I .
We order the initial particles by integers according to their distance and direction from the
origin. Namely, for each i ∈ N, we denote the i th particle on the positive (resp., negative) real
line by •i (resp., •−i ). Denote the event that the i th particle is a blockade, right particle, and left
particle by {•˙i }, {~•i }, and { ~•i }, respectively. We write xi ∈R for the location of the i th particle for
any i ∈Z. For any i , j ∈Z and x ∈R, denote
{~•i →•˙ j }= {~•i }∩ {•˙ j }∩ {the i th particle annihilates with the j th particle}
{~•i →•˙}= {~•i }∩ {the i th particle annihilates with a blockade}
{x ← ~•}= {site x is visited by a left particle after time 0}
and we use the similar notation for other types of collisions and visits.
For each x ∈R, define random a variable~τ(x) to be first time > 0 that x is occupied by a right
particle in the process restricted to the half-line [x,∞). Define ~τ(x) similarly. Since the process
is translation invariant, the distributions of these random variables do not depend on x. We
will let~τ and ~τ represent~τ(0) and~τ(0), respectively. The quantities ~q , ~q , ~α, ~α, and αˆ are defined
in (1) and (3).
1.3. Key lemmas and overview of proofs. The proof of Theorem 1 builds on two ideas from
[HST18]. The first idea is a recursive approach to understand the one-sided survival probability
of a blockade. The recursion for asymmetric cases introduces the probability ~α. The second
idea is proving that the set of p for which fixation occurs is open and closed. Both ideas require
significant innovation to overcome the difficulties that arise without having total symmetry. We
provide more details about each step below.
The key to proving Theorem 1 (i) is the following lemma, which gives algebraic equations
relating ~α and ~α to one-sided particle survival probabilities.
Lemma 6. For arbitrary spacing distributions and parameter choices, the following equations
hold: 
( ~q −1)(p ~αq ~q +p ~q − (1−λ)(1−p))= ~qp+
(~q −1)(p~α~q ~q +p~q −λ(1−p))=~qp−
p~q ~q( ~α−~α)+p( ~q −~q)− (1−2λ)(1−p)= p+−p−
.
In the totally symmetric case with atomless spacing distribution, we have q := ~q =~q , ~α=~α=
1/2, and p+ = p− = 0. Hence the equations in Lemma 6 reduce to
(q −1)(q2+2q +1−p−1)= 0. (7)
This yields the following dichotomy
q = 1 or q = p−1/2−1. (8)
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Hence p ≤ 1/4 implies q = 1. This shows that Theorem 1 (i) holds for the totally symmetric case
with atomless µ. An analogue of (8) for the general case is given in Proposition 9.
The recursive equation (7) is derived in [HST18] using the fact that, in the totally symmet-
ric case, inverting a configuration on a finite interval preserves both the measure and collision
events. Symmetry under reversal is lost in the general case. In order to overcome this issue
and derive the general recursive equations in Lemma 6, we avoid configuration reversal alto-
gether and instead apply a mass transport principle, which only uses translation invariance.
We invoke the mass transport principal in several places applied to several different quantities.
Next, we describe the proof of Theorem 1 (ii). Half of the argument relies on the following
lemma. Recall that J is the set of values (p,λ) for which θ(p,λ, v)> 0 and I is the set of (p,λ) for
which p > F (p,λ, v).
Lemma 7. I ∩ J is a closed subset of I .
To illustrate its proof, we sketch the the argument for the totally symmetric case from [ST18,
HST18]. For this case, the statement is that {p > 1/4: q < 1} is a closed subset of the interval
I (1/2)= (1/4,1]. The key is to rewrite this as an open condition
{p > 1/4: q = 1}= {p > 1/4: q > p−1/2−1}, (9)
where the second equality is due to the dichotomy (8). The last expression characterizes the
fixation regime J (1/2) by an open condition q > p−1/2−1. By approximating q as a sequence
of continuous functions in p from below, this shows that the set in the right hand side of (9) is
open in (1/4,1]. In the general case, the open characterization of the set J ∩ I is more compli-
cated (see Proposition 13), but a similar argument applies after some modification.
To explain how we prove that J is open in [0,1]2 we require a bit more notation. For each
interval I ⊆ R, denote the process restricted on I by BA[I ]. For each a,b ∈ Z with a ≤ b, we
define ~N (a,b), ~N (a,b), and N˙ (a,b) to be the number of surviving right particles, left particles,
and blockades in BA[xa , xb]. We also define the random variables
~Z (a,b)= N˙ (a,b)− ~N (a,b), ~Z (a,b)= N˙ (a,b)− ~N (a,b). (10)
Understanding the expected value of Z only depends on the initial configuration, but yields
important information about the global behavior.
Lemma 8. For arbitrary spacing distributions and parameter choices,
θ(p,λ, v)> 0⇐⇒∃k,`≥ 1 such that E[ ~Z (1,k)]> 0 and E[~Z (−`,−1)]> 0.
This lemma allows one to write the set J = {(p,λ) : θ > 0} as a union of open sets
{(p,λ) : E[ ~Z (1,k)]> 0}∪ {(p,λ) : E[ ~Z (−`,−1)]> 0},
so this yields that J is open in [0,1]2.
Lemma 8 is a generalization of [HST18, Prop. 9], which is the corresponding statement for
the totally symmetric case with atomless µ. The original argument in [HST18] relies on sym-
metry to deduce that left and right particles almost surely annihilate for all p. The general case
lacks this feature. To overcome this, we show that for all parameter choices, either [p+ = 0 and
~q ≤ ~q] or [p− = 0 and ~q ≥ ~q] holds (see Proposition 15). This gives just enough information to
deduce Lemma 8.
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1.4. Organization. In the next section we assume the three lemmas described above and de-
rive a trichotomy in Proposition 9. We use this to simultaneously prove Theorem 1 and Theo-
rem 4. In Section 3, we prove Lemma 6 by using the mass transport principle. The following
section, Section 4, is devoted to proving Lemmas 7 and 8. The last section, Section 5, contains
the proof of Corollary 5. Note that Corollary 3 follows from setting ~α = 1/2 in Theorem 1, and
using (8).
2. PROOFS OF THEOREM 1 AND THEOREM 4
We derive our main results assuming Lemmas 6, 7, and 8. We begin by showing that ~q and
~q are given by certain quadratic equations depending on whether they equal to 1 or all moving
particles vanish almost surely, as stated in Proposition 9. This is based on Lemma 6.
Proposition 9. For arbitrary spacing distribution and parameters, the following hold:
(i) If ~q = 1, then ~q ∈ [0,1] is determined by
p~α ~q2− (p ~α+λ(1−p)) ~q + (1−λ)(1−p)= 0. (11)
(ii) If ~q = 1, then ~q ∈ [0,1] is determined by
p ~αq2− (p~α+ (1−λ)(1−p))~q +λ(1−p)= 0.
(iii) If min(~q, ~q)< 1 and p+ = p− = 0, then ~q ,~q are determined by{
p ~αq2+ ((~α−λ(1+ αˆ))(1−p)+p)~q −λ(1−p)= 0
p~α ~q2+ (( ~α− (1−λ)(1+ αˆ))(1−p)+p) ~q − (1−λ)(1−p)= 0 . (12)
Proof. First suppose ~q = 1. Then the second equation in Lemma 6 implies p− = 0. Plugging in
these values to the first and last equations of Lemma 6 gives
p(1+ ~α) ~q2− (p( ~α+λ)+1−λ+p+) ~q + (1−λ)(1−p)= 0
and
p+ = p ~q( ~α−~α)+p( ~q −1)− (1−2λ)(1−p).
Combining these two equations give (11). Note that ~α≥~α otherwise the probability p+ would
be negative. Moreover, if we denote the quadratic polynomial in ~q in the left hand side of (11)
by f , then f (0)= (1−λ)(1−p)≥ 0 and f (1)=−p+ ≤ 0. Hence f has a unique root in the interval
[0,1]. This shows (i). A similar argument shows (ii).
To show (iii), first note that Lemma 6 with p+ = p− = 0 implies
( ~q −1)(p ~αq ~q +p ~q − (1−λ)(1−p))= 0 (13)
(~q −1)(p~α~q ~q +p~q −λ(1−p))= 0
p~q ~q( ~α−~α)+p( ~q −~q)− (1−2λ)(1−p)= 0.
Without loss of generality we assume ~q < 1. Hence the second factor of the second equation
in (13) is zero. Adding this equation to the last equation in (13) shows that the second factor of
the first equation in (13) is zero. Hence we have
p ~αq ~q +p ~q − (1−λ)(1−p)= 0
p~α~q ~q +p~q −λ(1−p)= 0.
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Solving the first equation for ~q and plugging in to the second yields the first equation in (12). A
similar argument for ~q shows the second equation in (12). 
We now deduce Theorem 1 and Theorem 4 from Lemma 7, Lemma 8, and Proposition 9. We
combine the proofs because, the arguments are somewhat interconnected.
Proof of Theorems 1 and 4. We begin by proving Theorem 1 (i). Suppose ~q, ~q < 1. Then, by the
Birkhoff ergodic theorem, p+ = p− = 0. By Proposition 9 (iii), ~q and ~q are the unique positive
solutions of (12). Denote by ~f (t ) the quadratic polynomial in ~q in the left hand side of the first
equation of (12). Since it is concave up and ~f (0)=−λ(1−p)< 0, we must have ~f (1)> 0 in order
to have a solution to ~f (t )= 0 in (0,1). Hence
~f (1)= p(1+ ~α−~α+λ(2+ αˆ))+~α−λ(2+ αˆ)> 0,
which says that p should be strictly greater than the first fraction in the definition of F (p,λ, v) at
(4). A symmetric argument for ~q shows that p should dominate the other fraction in F (p,λ, v).
Hence we have shown that ~q ,~q < 1 implies p > F (p,λ, v). Taking the contrapositive, we have
p ≤ F (p,λ, v) implies ~q = 1 or ~q = 1, which implies θ(p,λ, v) = 0. To deduce Theorem 4 (i),
observe that assuming min(~q, ~q) < 1 and p+ = p− = 0 together with Proposition 9 (iii) yields
p ≥ F (p,λ, v).
Next, observe that Theorem 4 (ii) implies Theorem 1 (ii). To see this, note that by restrict-
ing J to a particular value of λ, we have J (λ) is the union of some connected components of
I (λ) ⊆ [0,1]. Furthermore, it is easy to see that F (p,λ, v) ≤ 1/2 for all parameters, and a cou-
pling argument to simple random walk ensures θ(p,λ, v)> 0 whenever p > 1/2. Hence J must
contain the region {(p,λ, v) : p > 1/2}. From this we deduce that J (λ) contains the rightmost
component of I (λ), which contains (1/2,1], as desired.
It now remains to show Theorem 4 (ii). First, we have J ⊆ I by Theorem 4 (i). Lemma 7 then
yields that J is a closed subset of I . On the other hand, according to Lemma 8, we can write
J = {(p,λ) : θ(p,λ, v)> 0}
=
( ∞⋃
k=1
{(p,λ) : E[ ~Z (1,k)]> 0}
)
∩
( ∞⋃
`=1
{p ∈ I : E[~Z (−`,−1)]> 0}
)
. (14)
By partitioning on velocity configurations on the interval [x1, xk ] and then integrating over the
particle locations x1, x2, · · · , xk , we see that E[ ~Z (1,k)] is a polynomial in p and λ. This shows
the first union in (14) is an open subset of [0,1]2. An identical argument shows the other union
is also open in [0,1]2. Hence we conclude that J is open in [0,1]2. Since J ⊆ I , it follows that
J is also open in I . Hence being both open and closed subset of I , J must be a union of some
connected components of I . This shows Theorem 4 (ii). 
3. MASS TRANSPORT PRINCIPLE AND PROOF OF LEMMA 6
In this section, we prove Lemma 6 and some other useful identities. The key tool is the
following mass transport principle.
Proposition 10 (Mass transport principle). Define a random variable Z (a,b) for integers a,b ∈
Z such that it is measurable with respect to BA and it is diagonally invariant under translation,
i.e., for any integer d, Z (a+d ,b+d) has the same distribution as Z (a,b). Then for each a ∈Z,
E
[∑
b∈Z
Z (a,b)
]
= E
[∑
b∈Z
Z (b, a)
]
.
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Proof. Using linearity of expectation and translation invariance of E[Z (a,b)], we get
E
[∑
b∈Z
Z (a,b)
]
= ∑
b∈Z
E[Z (a,b)]= ∑
b∈Z
E[Z (2a−b, a)]= ∑
b∈Z
E[Z (b, a)]= E
[∑
b∈Z
Z (b, a)
]
.

The mass transport principle is crucial for proving the identities given in Propositions 11 and
12. Note that similar equations are in [HST18] if one sets ~q = q = ~q and ~α= 1/2= ~α.
Proposition 11. The following holds:{
P(~•1 →•) = p~α~q ~q +p~q(1− ~q)+P(~•1 ↔ ~•)
P(•← ~•−1) = p ~αq ~q +p(1−~q) ~q +P(~•↔ ~•−1).
Proof. For integers a,b ∈Z, define an indicator variable Z (a,b) by
Z (a,b)= 1 ((~•a →•b)) .
Then note that
E
[∑
b∈Z
Z (1,b)
]
=P(~•1 →•),
and by translation invariance of BA,
E
[∑
b∈Z
Z (b,1)
]
=P(~•→ •˙1)+P(~•↔ ~•1)
= p~q ~qα+p~q(1− ~q)+P(~•1 ↔ ~•).
Then the mass transport principle yields the first assertion. A similar argument shows the other
assertion. 
Proposition 12. P((0← ~•)(0,∞)∧ (~•1 →•˙)(0,∞))= p~q ~qα.
Proof. For integers a,b ∈Z, define an indicator variable Z (a,b) by
Z (a,b)= 1((~•a →•˙b)[xa ,∞)∧ (xb ← ~•)[xb ,∞)) .
Note that Z is diagonally invariant under translation. On the one hand, observe that∑
b∈Z
Z (1,b)= 1(∃b ∈Z : (~•1 →•˙b)[x1,∞)∧ (xb ← ~•)[xb ,∞))
= 1((~•1 →•˙)[x1,∞)∧ (1← ~•)[x1,∞))
= 1((~•1 →•˙)(0,∞)∧ (0← ~•)(0,∞)) .
To see this, note that in order for the joint event after the first equality to happen, ~•1 must
reach site xb for the first time in the restricted dynamics on [x1,∞) and then some left particle
initially from [xb ,∞) should reach site xb . If we consider the first such left particle, then this
should move all the way to site x1 in the process on [x1,∞) since all initial particles between •1
and •b must have been annihilated by this time. Furthermore, the third equality follows since
there is no initial particle on (0, x1).
On the other hand, first note that for any b ∈Z<0,
{~•b →•˙1}[xb ,∞) = {~•b →•˙1}(∞,x1] ∩ {~τ
(x1) < ~τ(x1)}.
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Indeed, assuming the event on the right hand side,~•b has to be the very first particle that visits
x1 in the entire process. The converse inclusion is clear. From this it follows that∑
b∈Z
Z (b,1)= 1(∃b ∈Z : , (~•b →•˙1)[xb ,∞)∧ (x1 ← ~•)[x1,∞))
= 1((~•→ •˙1)(−∞,x1]∧ (x1 ← ~•)[x1,∞)∧ (~τ(x1) < ~τ(x1)))
= 1((•˙1)∧ (~•→ x1)(−∞,x1]∧ (x1 ← ~•)[x1,∞)∧ (~τ(x1) < ~τ(x1))) .
Then the assertion follows from the mass transport principle. 
Now we are ready to prove Lemma 6. Recall that the three equations in the statement are
( ~q −1)(p ~αq ~q +p ~q − (1−λ)(1−p))= ~qp+ (15)
(~q −1)(p~α~q ~q +p~q −λ(1−p))=~qp− (16)
p~q ~q( ~α−~α)+p( ~q −~q)− (1−2λ)(1−p)= p+−p−. (17)
Proof of Lemma 6. To show (15), we write
~q =P((0← ~•)[0,∞))
=P((0← ~•)[0,∞)∧ (~•1))+pP((0← ~•)[0,∞) | (•˙1))
+ (1−λ)(1−p)P((0← ~•)[0,∞) | ( ~•1))
=P((0← ~•)[0,∞)∧ (~•1))+p ~q2+ (1−λ)(1−p).
We claim that the first term of the last line above can be written as
P
(
(0← ~•)[0,∞)∧ (~•1)
)= p~q ~qα+λ(1−p) ~q −p~q ~q(1− ~q)−p~q ~q2~α− ~qp+.
The assertion follows from combining the above equations and some routine algebra.
Next we show the claim. By partitioning on possible collisions of~•1 and using Proposition
12,
P
(
(0← ~•)[0,∞)∧ (~•1)
)=P((0← ~•)[0,∞)∧ (~•1 →•˙)[x1,∞))
+P((0← ~•)[0,∞) | (~•1 → ~•)[x1,∞))P((~•1 → ~•)[x1,∞))
+P((0← ~•)[0,∞)∧ (~•19 •))
= p~q ~qα+ ~qP((~•1 → ~•)[x1,∞)) .
By the first equation in Proposition 11, we have
P
(
(~•1 →•˙)[x1,∞)
)= p~q(1− ~q)+p~q ~qα.
Hence we obtain
P
(
(~•1 → ~•)[x1,∞)
)=λ(1−p)−P((~•1 →•˙)[x1,∞))−p+
=λ(1−p)−p~q(1− ~q)−p~q ~qα−p+.
Combining the two equations gives the claim. A symmetric argument gives (16).
To show (17), we begin by noting that
P(~•1 ↔ ~•)=P(~•↔ ~•−1).
This can be shown by using mass transport principle for the indicator variables Z (a,b)= 1 ((~•a → ~•b))
and translation invariance of BA. Then Proposition 11 yields
p+−λ(1−p)+p~α~q ~q +p~q(1− ~q)= p−− (1−λ)(1−p)+p ~αq ~q +p(1−~q) ~q ,
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from which the assertion follows. 
4. THE FIXATION REGIME AND PROOF OF LEMMAS 7 AND 8
We now focus on proving Lemmas 7 and 8. Some of the Key ideas are borrowed from [HST18],
which were developed for the totally symmetric case.
As before, let I and J be as defined in (6). Our first goal is to show that J∩ I is a closed subset
of I . Denote two quadratic polynomials
~f (t )= p ~αt 2+ ((~α−λ(1+ αˆ))(1−p)+p) t −λ(1−p),
~f (t )= p~αt 2+ (( ~α− (1−λ)(1+ αˆ))(1−p)+p) t − (1−λ)(1−p).
Proposition 13. I \ J =
{
(p,λ) ∈ I : ~f (~q)> 0
}
∪
{
(p,λ) ∈ I : ~f ( ~q)> 0
}
.
Proof. Let Q be the set in the right hand side of the assertion. Suppose (p,λ) ∈ I ∩ J . Then
~q ,~q < 1, so by ergodicity p+ = p− = 0. Hence by Proposition 9 (iii), we have ~f ( ~q) = ~f ( ~q) = 0.
This shows I∩ J ⊆ {(p,λ) ∈ I : ~f (~q), ~f ( ~q)≤ 0}. Hence taking complement with respect to I shows
I \ J ⊇Q. For the converse inclusion I \ J ⊆Q, recall that (p,λ) ∈ I if and only if ~f (1), ~q(1) > 0.
Since ~f (0), ~f (0)< 0, it follows that{
(p,λ) ∈ I : ~f (~q)≤ 0
}
∩
{
(p,λ) ∈ I : ~f ( ~q)≤ 0
}
⊆ {(p,λ) ∈ I : ~q , ~q < 1}= I ∩ J .
Thus taking complement with respect to I shows I \ J ⊆ J ′. 
The following is a simple observation on approximation from below.
Proposition 14. Let (ak )k≥1, (bk )k≥1 be sequences of real numbers such that ak ↗ a and bk ↗ b
for some a,b ∈ R. Furthermore, suppose ak < a for all k ≥ 1. Then for any c ∈ R, there exists
functions f , g : N→N such that
a f (k)+ cbg (k) ↗ a+ cb as k →∞.
Proof. If c > 0, then we may choose f and g to be the identity function on N. Without loss
of generality, suppose c = −1. It suffices to show that a − b is an accumulation point of the
following set
A = {an −br : n,r ≥ 1, an −br ≤ a−b}.
Since bk ↗ b as k →∞ and ak < a for each k ≥ 1, for each n ≥ 1, we can choose r = r (n) ≥ 1
such that 0≤ b−br ≤ (a−an)/2. Then since
an −br (n) = (an −a)+ (b−br (n))+a−b ≤−(a−an)/2+ (a−b),
we have
an −b ≤ an −br (n) ≤ a−b.
By letting n →∞, we see that a−b is an accumulation point of the setA . 
Now we show Lemma 7, that I ∩ J is a closed subset of I .
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Proof of Lemma 7. We show that I \ J is an open subset of I . Denote ~h = ~f (~q), which is the
left hand side of the first equation of (12). By Proposition 13 and a symmetric argument, it is
enough to show that the set {(λ, p) ∈ I : ~h > 0} = {(λ, p) ∈ I : ~q~h > 0} is an open subset of I . To
this end, we first write
~β := ~q~h = p( ~α ~qq)~q + (~α ~qq −λ ~qq)(1−p)+p ~qq −λ(1−p) ~q .
We claim that there exists a non-decreasing sequence βk such that ~βk ↗ ~β as k →∞, and each
~βk depends continuously on p. This will imply that
{p ∈ I : ~h > 0}=
∞⋃
k=1
{p ∈ I : ~βk > 0},
and the last expression is an open subset of I , as desired.
To show the claim, we show that such continuous approximation strictly from below holds
for each of the quantities ~α ~qq , ~α ~qq , ~qq , and ~q . Then the claim follows from Proposition 14.
For ~q , define ~qk = P
(
(0← ~•)[0,k]
)
for each k ≥ 1. Then clearly ~qk ↗ ~q as k →∞ and 0< ~qk < ~q
for all k ≥ 1. Furthermore, by conditioning on the number, location, and velocity of particles
within the interval [0,k], it is easy to show that ~qk = ~qk (p,λ, v) is a power series in p and λ
which converges at all (p,λ) ∈ (0,1)2. In particular, ~qk (p,λ, v) is continuous at all (p,λ) ∈ (0,1)2.
A similar argument holds for ~q , and hence for ~qq .
Next, let ~σ be the index of the first right particle that visits the origin. Then by conditioning
on the values of~σ, we get
~α ~qq =P( ~τ<~τ,~τ<∞)=
∞∑
n=1
P( ~τ< |x−n | |~σ= n)P(~σ= n)
=
∞∑
n=1
P((0← ~•)[0,v |x−n |])P(~σ= n).
Note that the summands in (4) are continuous in p and positive for infinitely many n’s. Hence
if we let ( ~α ~qq)k denote the kth partial sum, then ( ~α ~qq)k ↗ ~α ~qq and ( ~α ~qq)k < ~α ~qq for all k’s.
A similar argument holds for ~α ~qq . This shows the claim, and hence the assertion. 
Next, we prove Lemma 8. Our argument is based on the ideas used in [HST18] in order to
prove a similar statement in the totally symmetric case. Recall the notations given above the
statement of Lemma 8. We remark that the original proof of this lemma in the totally symmetric
case with atomless µ ([HST18, Prop. 9]) does not use any symmetry imposed by the totally
symmetric case, but does rely significantly on the fact that p+ = p− = 0 in order to find a suitable
partition of the particles. In the general case, it is entirely possible that p+ or p− is positive.
Then a similar partitioning argument for the corresponding half of the real line does not work.
A crucial ingredient to overcome this issue in our generalization are the following implications.
Proposition 15. The following implications hold:
p ~qq( ~α−~α)≤ (1−2λ)(1−p)=⇒ p+ = 0 and ~q ≤ ~q ,
p ~qq( ~α−~α)≥ (1−2λ)(1−p)=⇒ p− = 0 and ~q ≥ ~q .
Proof. This argument relies on the last equation of Lemma 6:
p~q ~q( ~α−~α)+p( ~q −~q)− (1−2λ)(1−p)= p+−p−.
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Suppose p+ > 0. Note that this implies ~q = 1 and p− = 0. Hence the last equation in Lemma 6
yields
0< p+ = p~q ~q( ~α−~α)− (1−2λ)(1−p)+p( ~q −1)
≤ p~q ~q( ~α−~α)− (1−2λ)(1−p).
Hence p ~qq( ~α−~α) > (1−2λ)(1−p). Then taking contrapositive shows that p ~qq( ~α−~α) ≤ (1−
2λ)(1−p) implies p+ = 0.
Next, suppose p ~qq( ~α−~α) ≤ (1−2λ)(1− p). We just proved that this implies p+ = 0, and it
remains to show that ~q ≤ ~q . By the last equation in Lemma 6 and since p+ = 0, we get
p− =−p~q ~q( ~α−~α)+p(~q − ~q)+ (1−2λ)(1−p)
≥ p(~q − ~q).
If ~q > ~q , then the above inequality yields p− > 0, which then implies ~q = 1. But since ~q > ~q , this
is a contradiction. Thus we must have ~q ≤ ~q . This shows the first implication in the assertion.
A symmetric argument shows the second. 
We also need a ‘superadditivity’ property of ~Z , which is shown in [HST18, Lem. 5]. For the
sake of completeness, we state the lemma as the following proposition.
Proposition 16 (Lemma 5 in [HST18]). For each a < b < c ∈Z, ~N (a,b)= 0 implies
~Z (a,c)≥ ~Z (a,b)+ ~Z (b+1,c).
Proof. The proof proceeds by considering the chain effect of injecting a surviving right particle
from BA[xb+1, xc ] into [xa , xb] and showing that the inequality is valid after each type of colli-
sions. The identical argument for [HST18, Lem. 5] applies to the general case so we omit the
details. 
Now we prove Lemma 8. The main issue in the general case is handled in the third paragraph
of the proof: According to Proposition 15, for each parameter choices, either [p+ = 0 and ~q ≤ ~q]
or [p− = 0 and ~q ≥ ~q] holds. This enables us to reduce the two-sided problem into one side.
The rest of the proof reproduces the original argument in [HST18].
Proof of Lemma 8. Suppose θ(p,λ, v) > 0. Then by translation invariance of the process and
Birkoff’s ergodic theorem, a positive density of blockades are never annihilated in the entire
process. Hence both N˙ (1,k) and N˙ (−k,−1) grow linearly in k. On the other hand, we claim
that ~N (1,∞) and ~N (−∞,−1) follow geometric distribution with finite expectations ~q/(1− ~q)
and ~q/(1− ~q), respectively. Since ~N (1,k) ↗ ~N (1,∞) and ~N (1,k) ↗ ~N (−∞,−1) as k →∞, this
will imply that E[ ~Z (1,k)]> 0 and E[~Z (−`,−1)]> 0 for some large k,`≥ 1.
Indeed, with probability ~q , some left particle with index ξ1 ≥ 1 reaches x1. Note thatBA[xξ1 ,∞)
has the same law as BA[x1,∞) and is independent of BA[x1, xξ1 ]. By the choice of ξ1, there ex-
ists a second particle that reaches x1 in BA[x1,∞) if and only if some left particle reaches xξ1
in BA[xξ1 ,∞). The latter event occurs with probability ~q . Iterating this argument, we see that
~N (1,∞) has geometric distribution with mean ~q/(1− ~q). A symmetric argument shows the
claim for ~N (−∞,−1).
To show the converse implication, suppose E[ ~Z (1,k)] > 0 and E[~Z (−`,−1)] > 0 for some
k,` ≥ 1. Without loss of generality we assume p+ = 0 and ~q ≤ ~q by Proposition 15. Hence
in order to show θ(p,λ, v) > 0, it suffices to show that ~q < 1, that is, the origin is not hit by a
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left particle with a positive probability. To this end, we claim that there exists a sequence of al-
most surely finite indices 0=K0 <K1 <K2 < ·· · such that the random variables ~Z (Km+1,Km+1)
(indexed by m) are i.i.d. with E[ ~Z (Km +1,Km+1)]= E[ ~Z (1,k)]> 0.
To show the claim, we first consider BA[x1, xk ]. Let K1 = k if ~N (1,k) = 0. Otherwise, let τ1
be the index of the leftmost such right particle surviving in BA[x1, xk ]. Define K1 ≥ 1 to be the
unique index such that (~•τ1 → •K1 )[x1,xK1 ] occurs. Such K1 exists almost surely since p+ = 0.
Furthermore, we have that E[~Z (1,K1)]= E[~Z (1,k)]> 0 since all particles in the interval [xτ1 , xK1 ]
get annihilated in BA[x1, xk ]. Note that BA[xK1+1,∞) is independent and has the same law as
BA[x1,∞). Hence iterating the same procedure starting from BA[xK1+1, xK1+k ], we can find a
finite index K2 >K1 such that ~Z (K0+1,K1) and ~Z (K1+1,K2) are i.i.d. Repeating this procedure
and using translation invariance, we construct the claimed sequence of indices (Km)m≥0.
To finish the proof, we note that Sn :=∑n−1m=0 ~Z (Km +1,Km+1) is a random walk with positive
drift E[ ~Z (1,k)] > 0. Hence if we let A be the event that all of the first k particles are blockades
and Sn > k for all n ≥ 2, then P(A)> 0. Hence it suffices to show that, on the event A, the origin
is not hit by a left particle. To see this, we use the ‘superadditivity’ of ~Z with respect to merging
intervals (Proposition 16). This yields that on A,
~Z (1,Kn)≥ Sn > k ∀n ≥ 2.
Hence if we assume that there is no surviving left particle in BA[x1, xKn ], then there are at least
k+1 surviving blockades and at most k of them can be annihilated by the surviving left particles
from BA[xKn+1, xKn+1 ]. Thus there is no surviving left particle from BA[x1, xKn+1 ]. Thus by an
induction, A implies that the origin is not hit by a left particle. This shows the assertion. 
5. UNIVERSAL BOUNDS
Now that we have developed all of the machinery needed to prove our main theorem, it is not
so much more work to derive the universal bounds in Corollary 5. We first rewrite the function
F (p,λ, v) defined in (4) in a useful form. Note that
λ(2+ αˆ)−~α
λ(2+ αˆ)+2−2~α+ αˆ −
1
4+ αˆ =
(2+ αˆ)(λ(3+ αˆ)−1−~α)
(4+ αˆ)(λ(2+ αˆ)+2−2~α+ αˆ) .
By replacing λ by 1−λ and ~α by ~α, and using the relation ~α+ ~α= 1+ αˆ, we have
(1−λ)(2+ αˆ)− ~α
(1−λ)(2+ αˆ)+2−2 ~α+ αˆ −
1
4+ αˆ =
−(2+ αˆ)(λ(3+ αˆ)−1−~α)
(4+ αˆ)((1−λ)(2+ αˆ)+2−2 ~α+ αˆ) .
Hence again using the relation ~α+~α= 1+ αˆ, we have
F (p,λ, v)= 1
4+ αˆ +
2+ αˆ
4+ αˆ max
(
λ(3+ αˆ)−1−~α
λ(2+ αˆ)+1+ ~α−~α ,
−λ(3+ αˆ)+1+~α
(1−λ)(2+ αˆ)+1+~α− ~α
)
. (18)
In particular, this yields
F (p,λ, v)≥ 1
4+ αˆ , (19)
where the equality holds if and only if ~α=λ(3+ αˆ)−1.
Proof of Corollary 5. For the lower bound, we show that
F (p,λ, v)≥max
(
1−2λ
2(1−λ) ,
1
4+ αˆ ,
2λ−1
2λ
)
. (20)
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This yields F (p,λ, v)≥ f (1)∗ in general, and F (p,λ, v)≥ f (2)∗ when µ is atomless. Hence the lower
bounds on p−c (λ, v) follows from Theorem 1 (i).
To show (20), first note that F (p,λ, v)≥ (4+ αˆ)−1 due to (18). Also, observe that
λ(2+ αˆ)−~α
λ(2+ αˆ)+2−2~α+ αˆ ≥
2λ−1+λαˆ
2λ+ (1+λ)αˆ ≥
2λ−1
2λ
.
The first inequality follows by setting ~α = 1 since the the function in the left hand side is non-
increasing in ~α ∈ [0,1]. We set αˆ= 0 for the second inequality since the function in the middle
is non-decreasing in αˆ. Similarly, we have
(1−λ)(2+ αˆ)− ~α
(1−λ)(2+ αˆ)+2−2 ~α+ αˆ ≥
(1−2λ)+ (1−λ)αˆ
2(1−λ)+ (2−λ)αˆ ≥
1−2λ
2(1−λ) .
This shows (20).
Lastly, we show the upper bound p+c (λ, v)≤ f ∗(λ). Fix λ and v . Let ~Z (a,b) and ~Z (a,b) be as
defined in (10). Then
E[ ~Z (1,1)]= p−λ(1−p)= p(1+λ)−λ
and
E[~Z (−1,−1)]= p− (1−λ)(1−p)= p(2−λ)− (1−λ).
Hence by Lemma 8, we deduce
p >max
(
λ
1+λ ,
1−λ
2−λ
)
= f ∗(λ) =⇒ θ(p,λ, v)> 0.
Thus p+c (λ, v)≤ f ∗(λ), as desired. 
Remark 17. In the proof of universal upper bound on p+c (λ, v), considering two-particle con-
figurations does not improve the upper bound. Namely,
E[ ~Z (1,2)]= 2p2+λp(1−p)− (1−λ)λ(1−p)2−2(1−λ)2(1−p)2
= (λp−λ+2)((λ−2)p−λ+1).
So E[ ~Z (1,2)]> 0 if and only if p > (1−λ)/(2−λ). In fact, we conjecture that the universal bounds
given in Corollary 5 are sharp in the sense that the projection of all critical points (p−c ,λ, v) and
(p−c ,λ, v) onto the λ-v plane spans the entire middle region in Figure 2.
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